
 

 

 
 

Chai Recipes 

Brewed Chai Latte 

Most café business make their chai lattes using chai latte powder such as our Tea Lovers Vanilla 

Chai Latte Powder or Spiced Chai Latte Powder – As this is the most quick & convenient way of 

making a chai latte or iced chai frappe.  

However the most authentic way of creating a chai latte is through a brewed chai method - 

Where you create a large jug of strongly brewed black chai tea (using loose leaf tea) and then 

adding a small quantity of chai syrup to enhance flavour and sweetness.  

Once cooled, you then store this chai mixture in the fridge (can be stored for up to a week) until 

it is needed to make a chai latte – At which time you will steam a mixture of 60% chai liquid with 

40% milk in a coffee-milk-jug, to a perfect foam texture & temperature, then pouring to serve. 

Creating an authentic brewed chai latte!       

For further recipe details, please see below…  

Need  

 7 tsps Tea Lovers Masala Chai Black Tea  or  Tea Lovers Turmeric Chai Black Tea 

 100ml Chai Syrup (suggested brand – Monin Chai Syrup)  

 1 x teaspoon sugar or stevia 

 2 x large tupperware jug/containers (1.5-2L capacity) that are BPA free, heat resistant & 

easily stored in fridge. Alternatively you can use 1x large iced tea infuser jug. 

 1x large steel mesh strainer 

How To -  

 Brew loose leaf tea in 1 litre of boiling water in heat proof jug. 

 Allow to brew for 6-7 mins - Stirring/swirling occasionally with a long spoon, to extract the 

most flavour out the loose leaf tea. 

 Strain the tea (using steel strainer) into the alternate storage jug. Whilst the mixture is still 

hot, stir in chai syrup and sugar or stevia, until dissolved. Allow to cool & store in fridge for 

up to one week. 

 To create your chai latte, steam a combination of 60% chai tea liquid with 40% milk of your 

customer’s choice, in a coffee milk steaming jug. Serve with a sprinkling of cinnamon 

powder. 
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Chai Recipes 

Pot of Honey Chai  

Creating a delicious pot of creamy honey chai is so easy to do both at home, as well as to serve 

in a café business. 

Tea Lovers Recommended Chai Blends -   

 Tea Lovers Masala Chai Black Tea  

 Tea Lovers Turmeric Chai Black Tea 

 Tea Lovers Honey Chai Black Tea (Wet Chai) 

 Tea Lovers Honey Turmeric Chai Black Tea (Wet Chai) 

 

How To –  

Using an individual serving teapot (300-500ml), dose 1 ½ to 2 teaspoons of Tea Lovers Masala 

Chai Tea or Turmeric Chai Tea into the teapot infuser basket. Add 1 tsp of Australian bush honey 

also into the infuser basket. Add boiling water and allow to infuse for 2 mins, then add a decent 

splash of soy, almond, oat or normal milk into the infuser basket – Ready to serve your creamy 

pot of honey chai! 

(If you are using one of Tea Lovers Wet Honey Chai Blends, you do not need to add honey to the 

teapot, as this sticky chai tea has already been cooked and infused in delicious Australian 

honey.) 

 

Serving Suggestion –  

What better way to serve your delicious pot of honey chai, than in an earthy and authentic Cast 

Iron Teapot. Tea Lovers Kochi 500ml Black Teapot looks like a honey pot in itself and is very 

popular with our café service businesses. 
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